ABSTRACT Big data is promoting the development of supply chain design and management. The problem of trustworthy scheduling by using big data is challenging, and it significantly influences the performance of agricultural products supply chain (APSC) management. Currently, there are various approaches to optimize scheduling of APSC, but most of them can only tackle the problem with primary objectives (time and cost) or are limited to small-scale supply chains. The efficient approaches have not been provided for scheduling of APSC in big data environment. This paper aims at proposing a novel trustworthy scheduling optimization approach for APSC by using big data. First, a new management architecture is provided for revealing underexploited values from big data to support the scheduling of APSC. Second, a novel scheduling model is presented to guarantees the trustworthiness of an agricultural product supply chain. At last, an evolutionary algorithm is developed to optimize the scheduling of large-scale supply chains with complex structure. Experiments are performed in 12 various scale test instances of APSC with at most 1 000 000 customer reviews and a 45 000-D search space. The results compiled demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of innovative technologies, supply chain management generates a huge volume of data in different formats under various business scenarios. Big data, characterized with volume, variety, velocity, veracity, and value, has already been proven to be beneficial for forward supply chain management [1] - [3] . In big data environment, an agricultural product supply chain (APSC) is a system of organizations, people, activities, information, and resources involved in moving agricultural products from the planting and production bases to customers. Scheduling of APSC focuses on finding the optimal location, deciding the best distribution assignment, and trying to optimize the different conflicting objectives simultaneously. As a typical multi-objective optimization problem, the multi-stage logistic with the capacitated location-allocation is an NP-hard problem [4] .
One of the most challenging problems for scheduling of APSC is regarding how to achieve both customer's satisfaction and high performance. In China, damaged or spoiled agricultural products were transported to customers, and caused poisoning or even death by large-scale supply chains because of illegal operations and the lack of logistic information. Hence, agricultural products supply chain has more special requirements than the other supply chains. Trustworthiness is defined as a comprehensive indicator integrating reliability, availability, and reputation, which is the key requirement of APSC scheduling. In a trustworthy scheduling of APSC: 1) The process and result must be in keeping with the aspiration of the customers. 2) All agricultural products have quality and safety guarantees.
3) The supply chain system is reliable and available in a real time and complex internet of things (IoT) environment.
In a supply chain system, agricultural products deliver massive amounts of data from a supply chain to the cloud platform by radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and sensors. Once the agriculture product reaches the hands of the customers, data of customer reviews (reputation) can be collected from the various websites and APPs by using web crawlers. Currently, big data is providing APSC with greater data accuracy and more contextual intelligence, and plays a vital role in the development of large-scale supply chain for global e-commerce [5] , [6] . For instance, customer reviews can help agricultural companies and providers to improve the safety and quality of their products. Hence, big data has become the core of trustworthy scheduling of APSC and driven the supply chain management.
Traditional researches into scheduling of APSC have been focused on the trade-off between cost and time, and the trustworthiness of scheduling is lacking [7] - [9] . With the development of big data, the scale of supply chains has become larger and larger, and trustworthiness with respect to the successful completion of a schedule is crucial requirement for scheduling of APSC. Under the new management architecture of big data, traditional scheduling models and algorithms may fail to work for the large-scale and complex supply chain. The efficient approaches have not been provided for scheduling of APSC by using big data.
To tackle this much more difficult scheduling problem, a trustworthy scheduling optimization approach for APSC by using big data is proposed in this paper. In the first step, a big data driven architecture is provided for revealing underexploited values from big data to support the APSC management. In the second step, a novel scheduling model is presented to guarantees the trustworthiness of APSC with multiple objectives. In the third step, an evolution algorithm is also proposed to optimize the scheduling of large-scale and complex supply chains. The proposed approach is tested on 12 various scale test instances from small-scale to large-scale, and experimental results reveal that our approach is effective.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related work and background. In Section III, The proposed scheduling approach is presented, which includes three parts: an architecture of big data driven APSC management, a trustworthy scheduling model of APSC, and a novel evolutionary algorithm for scheduling optimization. The experimental results are provided in Section IV. Conclusions and future work are finally drawn in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
The work reported in this paper is closely related to earlier research on supply chain scheduling (planning) and big data.
Big data opens a new era for supply chain scheduling in global e-commerce.
A. BIG DATA AND SUPPLY CHAINS
Big data is a revolution that has transformed supply chain design and management [10] - [12] . Various models, frameworks and approaches have been proposed to realize supply chain management by using big data: heuristic modeling [3] , the novel five step framework [13] and the systems approach [14] . Wani and Ashtankar [15] introduced an overview of supply chain scheduling by using big data. In the above research, big data has significant implications in the life of customers, and presents an opportunity and a challenge to supply chain management. However, research of big data and supply chains mainly focuses on only the introduction of concepts and methods, but lack of data analysis and processing.
Big data analytics (BDA) has received increasing attention, and can be applied in all kinds of supply chains to improve the overall business performance. A review of BDA applications for supply chain management was provided to develop a new agenda for future research [6] . The application of BDA in dairy supply chains was demonstrated in the paper [16] . A dynamic capabilities theory was presented to conceptualize BDA and bring competitive advantage to organizations [17] . Obviously, the large-scale business applications and effective experimental verifications are lacking. The reputation, availability, and reliability, which are the major constraint factors for supply chain scheduling problems in big data environments, were not effectively taken into consideration.
B. SUPPLY CHAIN SCHEDULING MODELS AND ALGORITHMS
To tackle the difficult problem of supply chain scheduling, various approaches were proposed in the past few years [18] - [20] . Models and algorithms play key roles in the studies of supply chain scheduling, such as the mathematical model of a multi-echelon unbalanced supply chain [21] , the nonlinear mixed integer model [22] , the Mixed Integer Linear Multi-Objective Programming model [23] , the closedloop supply chain [24] , [25] , and the green supply chain [19] , [26] , block chain-based supply chain [27] . All the supply chain scheduling done to this point are effective and find optimal solutions for the special applications. But the majority of these models had time and cost as the primary goals, and did not take big data into account. Supply chains were also modelled into networks having different echelons, for example, the two-echelon supply chain network [28] , the three echelon supply chain network [29] , and the multi-echelon supply chain network [30] . As the structure of the supply chains is very complex in big data environments, we extend the structure of supply chain into a dynamic network in this paper.
Recently, the following algorithms: Immune genetic algorithm [31] , Max-Sum algorithm [32] , hybrid algorithm [22] , hybrid PSO algorithm [33] , MPSO algorithm [28] , VOLUME 6, 2018 hybrid VNS-HS algorithm [34] , meta-heuristics algorithm [23] and genetic algorithm [35] were also used in supply chains and got superior performance. The objective of supply chain scheduling is to find a feasible scheduling that achieves the highest possible satisfaction of customers while maintaining the efficient management of agricultural products. To fulfill this objective, this paper focuses on presenting a new evolutionary algorithm to solve the problem of supply chain scheduling with multiple objectives, largescale and more complex structure in big data environments.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH A. ARCHITECTURE OF BIG DATA DRIVEN APSC MANAGEMENT
The architecture for big data driven APSC management is shown in Figure 1 . In a supply chain system, big data consists of agricultural products data, websites and APPs data, and logistic data, for instance, the QR codes, providers, times, cost, distances, images, temperature for fresh preservation, humidity for fresh preservation, customer reviews, video, loss rate, availability, reliability, reputation, path, quantity, threshold, and capacity, etc. We can summarize the big data driven APSC management as the interplay of the following procedures.
Step 1 (Big Data Platform and RFID): RFID tags are attached to various agricultural products in supply chain systems. At the same time, a big data platform of agricultural products should be built to provide the technical support. We have constructed the South China Cloud of Agricultural Products in the National High Technology Research and Development Program of China (''863'' Program No. 2012AA101701).
Step 2 (Big Data Management): Agricultural products data and logistic data are efficiently indexed and stored in the big data platform by IoT and mobile devices. Meanwhile, web crawlers are used to obtain customer reviews from the websites (JD) or various APP.
Step 3 (Rreputation and GRU): Gated recurrent unit (GRU), introduced in 2014 [36] , is used to capture the deep features of the text and process the customer reviews. All the customer reviews can be classified and converted to the reputation with values 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1. GRU can be expressed by Equations (1) and (2).
Where h j t is the activation of the GRU at time t, h j t−1 is the previous activation,h j t is the candidate activation, and the update gate is computed by z j t which decides how much the unit updates its activation.
Step 4 (Trustworthy Scheduling Model): A scheduling model to provide insight into APSC management while maximizing the trustworthiness. The scheduling model enables customers to define thresholds for various objectives, i.e., to set reputation, deadline, budget, and the lower bound of reliability and availability for the supply chain application. Moreover, user-defined objectives preferences are also supported.
Step 5 (Scheduling Algorithm): An evolution algorithm is presented to find a schedule that optimizes the user-preferred objectives parameter and satisfies all the objective restrictions by searching in a high dimension search space.
Step 6 (Big Data Driving the Supply CHAIN Scheduling): The various data shared among all kinds of planting and production bases, logistic distribution centers, and points of sale, and then form a data flow and drive the supply chain scheduling in a big data environment.
Step 7 (Trustworthy Scheduler): Users define and submit the abstract supply chain plan to the big data platform. Various objective requirements of the supply chain are also submitted in this stage, such as time, cost, availability, reliability and reputation. The concrete supply chain is executed according to the solution schedule, so as to achieve a trustworthiness schedule.
Step 8 (Data Backup of Supply Chain): After the completion of each supply chain scheduling instance, the actual objectives value and all the other supply chain data are processed in batch, real-time, and then stored in the South China Cloud of Agricultural Products.
In the China''863'' Program, we have developed a software system of big data driven supply chain management. According to the proposed architecture, scheduling of APSC can be performed based on the input data of users as shown in Figure 2 . The points of sale, planting and production bases, and logistic distribution centers of APSC are distributed in various places. Three kinds of colour nodes represent planting and production bases (green), logistic distribution centers (yellow) and points of sale (blue).
B. TRUSTWORTHY SCHEDULING MODEL OF APSC
As a multi-objective optimizaiton problem, trustworthy scheduling of APSC can ensure the availability, reliability and reputation, and also take the time and cost into account. So there are correspondingly 5 kinds of objectives in the trustworthy scheduling model. Time, cost, availability, reliability and reputation are used as the evaluation criterions in APSC, and in conflict with each other. It is impossible to find a solution that is ''best'' with respect to all the scheduling objectives. Generally, a multi-objective problem can be converted into a single objective one. The weighted cumulative function f (u) is adopted to model the trustworthy scheduling model of APSC, can be described by
where ω i is a non-negative weight of the ith objective function. Notations used in the mathematical model are presented in Table 1 , and then the trustworthy scheduling of APSC is modeled as follows. (5) Cost describes the execution fee of the supply chain, including the transported cost and the node cost.
Reputation depends on the customers' experience and reviews.
Availability measures the services ability of a supply chain in prescriptive time, and include the node availability and the transportation availability. (8) Reliability indicates the executive ability of a supply chain, is divided into the node reliability and the transportation reliability.
Rel = p∈P set
Rel p ·Q p arrived (9) P (x) is defined as follows:
Time p is the total transit time of path p:
A p is the probability that path p will work properly:
49994 VOLUME 6, 2018 Rel p is the mean time between failures of path:
P Set is represented as the collection of all the possible paths.
Depth-first traversal of the graph is used to get this collection. Q p arrived is defined as the quantity of products that finally arrived at the sale node through path p and can be bought by customers: (18) In this paper, according to large-scale and complexity of supply chain, the structures of APSC can be divided into three types: three-echelon, multi-echelon and network (dynamic), as shown in Figure 3 .
C. A NOVEL EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM FOR SCHEDULING. 1) A NOVEL EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
In 2011, we [37] presented a rotary chaotic PSO algorithm (RCPSO) for scheduling of a grid workflow, by using the double perturbation of the gbestandpbest. Based on the RCPSO, we provide a bounce process to enhance the searching capability and convergence speed of particle swarm, and then propose an elasticity chaotic particle swarm optimization (ECPSO) algorithm for the scheduling of APSC. The flowchart of the ECPSO is shown in Figure 4 .
The bounce process: Suppose that 0 is the lower bound of a dimension. If a particle moves below 0, we simply set the position of the particle equal to 0 in the algorithm. It is possible that all the particles are pressed at position 0, and we think this is the best position. In this case, no position other than 0 will be tried any more. However, as the particle changes its position in other dimensions, the position 0 may no longer be the best one. Thus, we let the particles bounce at the border. This increases the diversity of positions near the border dramatically and makes the particles actively search for better positions at all times. The bounce process can be formulated as follows:
Where x i and v i are the position and velocity of the particle in dimension i before the bounce, respectively. x i and v i are VOLUME 6, 2018 the position and velocity of the particle in dimension i after the bounce, respectively. c is the coefficient of elasticity.
2) ENCODING METHOD OF PARTICLES
The encoding of particles is the premise of the ECPSO algorithm searching for an optimal solution in a high-dimensional space. In our algorithm, the number of particle dimensions is equal to the number of all the paths from the planting and production bases to the points of sale, and then each dimension corresponds to one transportation path. According to the formula (14), we can get all possible paths by using the depthfirst traversal algorithm of the graph. Then we apply the constraints listed in P set to get all the valid paths. The position of the particle is coded with the float-point number representing the transportation number of agriculture productions for a path, which is represented as
, where i is the serial number of particle, and D is the number of total dimensions.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiment was performed on a machine with Intel Core i7-4790k, CPU4.00GHz and 16G of RAM. The operating system was MS Windows 8.1, Python 2.7(GRU), Keras1.0.2 (GRU) and the compiler was VS2015 (ECPSO). We tested the trustworthy scheduling model and ECPSO algorithm in 12 various scale test instances of APSC from small-scale to large-scale, as seen in Table 2 . 
A. BIG DATA AND A TRUSTWORTHY SCHEDULING
In the experiments of trustworthy scheduling, the data of time, shelf life, cost, price, reputation, capacity, loss rate, path, availability, and reliability, and the other big data come from the South China Cloud of Agricultural Products. The part of parameters and values of the algorithm and model as shown in Table 3 . Customer reviews (reputation) is collected from the JD website (www.JD.com) by the web crawlers. By September 2017, we had collected the effective 474,332 customer reviews from the JD.
These customer reviews belonged to 22 various agricultural products of five kinds as shown in Table 4 . The five kinds of agriculture products were selected and tested due to their popularity and abundance of available data in the South China Cloud of Agricultural Products. JD has more than 266.3 million active customers, is one of the two largest B2C online retailers in China.
In order to ensure the volume and variety of the big data, the 1,000,000 customer reviews, which correspond to the reputation from 1 to 5, are randomly generated except the data of JD (474,332). All the pictures and short videos in the customer reviews (474,332) were filtered out, and then the text of customer reviews were stored as data sets in the big data platform, as shown in the Figure 1 . To train the GRU, we must select a group of customer reviews to give it for each agricultural product. The number of customer reviews selected for each agricultural product is as follows: 16,000 for beef, 50,000 for rice, 10,000 for chicken, 10,000 for papaya and 50,000 for milk. The word vector of the reviews is used as the input for the GRU. The result of sentiment analysis for 474,332 customer reviews is presented in Table 4 . It can be seen from the analysis result of GRU that all the customer reviews can be classified into 5 sentiment degrees: Negative1, Negative 2, Neutral 3, Positive 4 and Positive 5. Meanwhile, a conversion from semi-structured text to a structured value is realized, and a DBA is achieved.
The percentage of customer reviews under the classification of Negative 1 and Negative 2 is very low. The main reason for this is that the 22 agricultural products in JD are popular with customers. Jinglongyu R rice has an 89.458% favorable rate and only 106 Negative 1 customer reviews, which shows that this kind of rice is very popular in China. Hengdu R beef has the highest favorable rate in all the agricultural products. The sentiment analysis results of this product reveals the people's preferences for the high-quality beef in the last years. Two kinds of agricultural products, Oldenburger R milk and Jinglongyu R rice, have more than one million customer reviews. This huge number of customer reviews shows China's strong consumption power and developed e-commerce. Obviously, as a deep learning approach, GRU is an effective text sentiment analysis method for JD reviews of agricultural products. Meanwhile, the detailed sentiment analysis results of reviews for 4 kinds of chicken also reveal that customers believe that the chicken products from JD are very good, as the amount of Positive 4 and Positive 5 alone are more than the sum of Negative1, Negative 2 and Neutral 3 in all data sets of chicken. Hence, based on customer reviews, GRU can provide a complete collection of data values (reputation) which can be used directly in the trustworthy scheduling model of APSC.
B. ECPSO FOR TRUSTWORTHY SCHEDULING OPTIMIZATION OF APSC
To further validate the proposed scheduling model and ECPSO in big data environments, we compared the ECPSO with two other PSOs, HPSO [33] and MPSO [28] to tackle various scales scheduling of APSC. Experiments were done in 12 various scale test instances of supply chain scheduling with at most 1,000,000 customer reviews, and a maximum of 45000-dimension search. To reduce statistical errors, each test instance was independently simulated 20 times. The convergence characteristics of all the algorithms are plotted in Figure 5 by the mean fitness (20 runs). It can be seen from the Figure 5 that the scheduling models are robust and reliable during 10000 iterations. Each algorithm VOLUME 6, 2018 can search for an effective solution and achieve an optimal trustworthy scheduling of APSC in all the test instances except Instance_12. In this instance, MPSO and HPSO could not find an optimal solution, and this is displayed through the extremely high mean fitness seen in Figure 5 (l2) . The ECPSO has a slower convergence speed in the early iterations. However, in the later iterations, ECPSO has a fitness jump in Instance_2, Instance_3, Instance_4, Instance_5, Instance_6, Instance_7, Instance_8 and Instance_9. This shows that the bounce process can help ECPSO to achieve better searching quality in a high dimension space, and ECPSO offers the highest solution accuracy for all test instances.
The statistical results of mean fitness and best fitness are also shown in Table 5 , and boldface in the table indicates the best result obtained. The solution accuracy of the three PSO variants was judged by the best fitness and the mean fitness on 20 independent trials. All algorithms can obtain acceptable solutions in most of the scheduling of APSC scenarios, but ECPSO offers the highest solution accuracy on all the test cases except Instance_1. ECPSO has a similar solution accuracy with the MPSO in the small-scale APSC (Instance_1), but its superiority is more and more obvious when the supply chain scale is increased, especially in dynamic (Network) supply chains (Instance_10, Instance_11 and Instance_12). Even when the number of paths (dimensions) is 45000 (Instance_7 and Instance_8), ECPSO still is effective and has a robust performance. Hence, ECPSO can tackle the trustworthy scheduling of APSC in big data environments and is especially suited to multi-echelon (45000 dimensions) and network (10600 dimensions) supply chains, both of which have large-scale.
In our model, the penalty function is used to replace a constraint of capacity. The selection of the exponent α and the coefficient of the penalty function δ is a primary issue in the objective function. According to the pre-experiment, the penalty-parameter α was selected as 1.8 as a tradeoff, and δ is defined as 7000 in our experiments. Moreover, the larger the coefficient of elasticity c, the greater the return velocity of the particle, and therefore the algorithm will have a faster convergence speed. However, from 0.8 to 1, the mean value of best fitness starts to decrease. So, we selected 0.8 as the coefficient of elasticity in our experiments. Table 6 provides the 5 objectives values of a trustworthy scheduling according to the best fitness for the ECPSO algorithm in the 12 test Instances. All objective values are normalized in our approach. It can be seen from the TABLE 7 that our approach can select and provide the good agriculture products for the customers by the supply chain. Especially, in the Instance_6, the maximum value of the reputation reached 0.998. As the time, cost, reputation, availability, and reliability are in conflict with each other. It is impossible to find a solution that is ''best'' with respect to all the 5 objectives. We can find that the increasing of the reputation will lead to a decline in the value of other objectives. Comparing the Instance_1 and the Instance_6, the Instance_6 have a better reputation than the Instance_1, however, Instance_1 has better availability (0.716), and reliability (0.630). In our experiment, the 5 objectives results of the Instance_10, Instance_11, and Instance_12 are better than the others. So we can conclude that the structures of network VOLUME 6, 2018 have the higher efficiency and better trustworthiness in our approach. Especially, the time (0.028), cost (0.006), availability (0.971) and reliability (0.986) of the Instance_10 are better than all the other test Instances. In our scheduling, according to the table 3 (ω i = 0.2), the three scheduling objectives (reputation, availability, and reliability) related to trustworthiness account for 60%, so we believe that our scheduling is trustworthy. In our approach, we also can adjust the weight of the objective value according to the actual needs of the user to realize different trustworthy schedules. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the arrival reputation and the reputation threshold in 3 random test instances. The arrival reputation is the average reputation value of the agricultural products which are selected into the supply chains and purchased by the customers. As one can see, when the reputation threshold is increased, so is the arrival reputation. The result of this experiment indicates that having higher thresholds can improve the reputation of the purchased agricultural products in the algorithm. Hence, our approach can ensure the customer experience by setting the reputation threshold at specific values in big data environments.
C. THE VARIOUS OBJECTIVES VALUES OF THE TRUSTWORTHY SCHEDULING

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDY
In this paper, we have proposed a trustworthy scheduling optimization approach for APSC by using big data. In our approach, a novel architecture for big data driven APSC management is provided to support the trustworthy scheduling of APSC by the value computation and text analysis. GRU is also used to process the text of customer reviews and calculate the reputations of agricultural products. Moreover, A trustworthy scheduling optimization model for APSC is presented to minimize the time and cost, and ensure the availability, reliability and reputation according to the requirement of schedulers. Furthermore, the ECPSO algorithm is provided to solve trustworthy scheduling optimization problems in the large-scale and complexly structured supply chains, and has the ability to set the reputation threshold at specific values that correspond to customer requirements in big data environments. We tested the approach in 12 various scale test instances of APSC with at most 1,000,000 customer reviews, a maximum of 45,000-dimension search space and no more than 15 providers per agricultural product. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach for big data driven APSC management.
In the future, we are interested in considering use real time data and test instances from the JD to further test and refine the approach in a dynamical environment, and extending the algorithm to solving the other supply chain scheduling problems.
